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HIS AND HERS
IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR EVIDENCE that 
blurred gender distinctions are here to stay, just 
take a peek at some of the newest offerings from 
the world of elite watchmaking. The prevalence 
of models with unisex style — offered in a wide 
range of sizes — means it’s time to rethink tra-
ditional boundaries between men’s and women’s 
watches. — STORY BY TANYA DUKES
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As its name suggests, Slim 
d’Hermès features a super thin 
movement (2.6mm high) that bur-
nishes the brand’s reputation for 
having serious horological prowess. 
It’s no slouch on the style front, 
either. The dial, created by graphic 
designer Philippe Apeloig, features 
original typography to mark the 
hours. hermes.com

39.5mm Slim d’Hermès in rose gold 
with opaline dial, matte alligator strap 
and H1950 ultra-thin movement, 
$18,500

The Fifty Five is the fi rst-ever uni-
sex watch from Louis Vuitton and 
is available in three sizes: 31mm, 
36mm and 41mm. It’s named for 
the number spelled by the brand’s 
LV initials when read as Roman 
numerals (LV=55) and incorpo-
rates details from the high fl ying 
travel brand’s trunks, like a winding 
crown that resembles the head of a 
rivet. us.louisvuitton.com

41mm Louis Vuitton Fifty Five watch on 
a steel bracelet, $6,550

With its unassailably 
elegant good looks, it’s 
not surprising that IWC’s 
Portofi no collection has 
always had a following 
among both men and 
women. Its new 37mm 
size — the smallest varia-
tion yet — will only ex-
tend its appeal to women 
buyers and men craving a 
not-so-big watch. iwc.com

37mm IWC Portofi no Au-
tomatic Moon Phase with 
a stainless steel case and 
white mother-of-pearl dial 
featuring 12 diamonds on 
a green alligator strap, 
$8,500
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T I M E
THE MOST FASHIONABLE NEW WATCHES

Latest timepiece trend allows men 
and women to wear the same watch
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A capsule of watches from 
Glashütte Original pays tribute to 
the 1960s with touches like curved 
Arabic numerals. The sophisticated 
dégradé effect of the dial — fi ve 
colors are available — comes from 
hand application of layer after layer 
of lacquer and a fi nishing coat that 
gives each piece a unique surface. 
glashuette-original.com

39mm Glashütte Original Sixties 
Iconic in stainless steel and Louisiana 
alligator strap with automatic move-
ment, $7,500

Poised to join a stable of iconic 
watches that includes the Tank 
and Santos, Clé de Cartier marks a 
major introduction for the maison. 
It features the newest in-house 
movement from Cartier and a 
standout feature that gives the 
family of timepieces its name: The 
sapphire-set crown pivots like a key, 
which translates to “clé” in French. 
cartier.us

35mm Clé de Cartier with self-winding 
mechanical movement in 18K rose gold 
and steel, $8,300


